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Abstract 
This article aims to report on the performance of High School academic 
teachers of the Philippine School for the Deaf on the use of Simultaneous Commu-
nication. Ten (10) minute utterances made by teachers in English 1, Il, 111 and IV 
with Mathematics I and IV were transcribed by three proficient sigh language 
interpreters in the same school. Spoken and signed utterances were analyzed 
according to message and structural level correspondence, each classified into 
three degrees, namely ; perfect correspondence, partial correspondence and non 
corren posdence. 
Results reveal that about 20 to 40% of the utterances were expressed either 
through signs alone or speech alone rather than expressing them through simulta-
neous use of signs and speech. 
Findings indicate that Sim Com performance of teachers were not considerably 
dependent upon teaching experience, sign language training and subject area 
taught. Rather, it may apparently be attributed to the teachers' attitude regarding 
the utilization of school's communication mode policy and their commitment 
toward educating the hearing impaired. 
Key Words : Simultaneous Communication, utterances, message level correnpon-
dence, structural level correspondence, school for the deaf 
Introduction 
A teache r of the deaf truly faces a difficult 
task of communicating with his students 
whose basic handicapping condition is com-
munication itself. Before a teacher can be 
called a good and efficient teacher of the 
deaf, he has to undergo various challenges 
such as that of learning the <<deaf's lan-
guage". In a study conducted by Lang et al. 
* Doctoral Program in Special Education 
* * Institute of Special Education, University of 
Tsukuba 
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(19934)), in relation to characteristics of effec-
tive teachers, two of those traits highly rated 
by both facul y and tudents include : (a) uses 
sign language clearly and (b) communicates 
expec ations and assignments clearly. These 
are lucid hopes of faculty members and cer-
tainly desires of students that teachers should 
be adept in sign language and sensitive about 
th ir communication needs. What is more 
demanding is that a teacher of the deaf has to 
know at least a sign language variety which 
takes time to master. Much more pressing is 
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that a teacher has to be able to incorporate 
signs with speech. Unfortunately, this task 
does not stop here. If the school adheres to 
using Simultaneous Communication, it is for 
sure that ･he will be using a variant of manu-
ally coded English, which means that he has 
to sign words including affixes simultaneous-
ly with speech in the English word order. 
The teacher's role in language development 
among hearing impaired students is so signifi-
cant for they are instruments in giving lan-
guage models to which the children are 
exposed. Stewart (199311)), in his study made 
mention of Newton's statement that said 
sighificant adults like parents and teachers 
have a tendency to alter or simplify their 
input to their children. This can be attributed 
to efforts of the adults to incorporate sign 
language into their communication, Iimited 
signing skills, and by inherent difficulties in 
attempting to represent the English language 
through a visual manual modality. 
In this regard, many researchers in the 
United States, Britain and in Japan have 
focused their attention to Simultaneous Com-
munication, it being the primary method of 
communication in many classrooms at the 
current time. Researchers were particu. Iarly 
interested in finding out (1) the teachers' 
proficiency in using Simultaneous Communi-
cation and (2) correspondence of spoken and 
signed utterances. 
In the Philippines, no study of such kind 
was conducted yet (as far as the writers 
know) so that the authors deem it necessary 
that a similar study be done. It is hoped that 
the empirical question of whether there is 
correspondence between the spoken and 
signed utterances of teachers under study will 
be figured out. 
P rpose of the Study 
The gener l objec ive of this study was to 
examine the performance of High School 
academic teachers on their use of Simultane-
ous Communication.
Specifically, this study aimed to answer the 
following questions : 
(1) What is the status of the teachers' spo-
ken and signed utterances in terms of : 
a) message level 
b) structural level 
(2) What i  the status of the sentences with 
varyi g lengths produced by English and 
Math te chers in terms of : 
a) message level 
b) structural level 
(3) What communication modalities are 
sed by teachers in expressing the different 
par s o  speech? 
(4) What is the status of the performance of 
teachers on the use of Simultaneous Com-
munication with varying 
a) experience 
b) sign language training 
c) subject area taught 
Methodology of the Study 
1. Subj c s 
The particpants consisted of six High 
School academic teachers of the Philippine 
School for the Deaf, namely : English 1, 11,111 
and IV and Mathematics I and IV teachers. 
Selection was based on the teaching experi-
ence and sign language training which means 
that eachers who should represent subject 
areas under invest gation must have at least 
three (3) years experience as Special Educa-
tion teacher for the deaf and must have at 
least taken the Basic Sign language level. 
Refer to Table I for the teachers' profile. 
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Table I Academic Teachers Profile 
Teacher Sex Age 
Year Level/Subject Taught Sign Language Ex perience Sign Language Lavel No, of Students Per. Class Average Age of Students 
? ?
35 
First Year English/Values Ed. 
13.5years Inter preter 15 17.9 
? ?
42 
Second Year English 
10years Basic 15 19.8 
? ?
54 
Third Year English/Math 
28years Basic 15 19.4 
? M 35 
Fourth Year English 
9years Inter preter 15 20.2 
? ?
35 
Fourth Year Math 
8years Inter preter l 5 20.2 
? M 46 
First & Second Year Math 
9years Intermediate 15 19.8 
2. Procedures 
During the actual classroom teaching, 
utterances of participants were videotaped 
for about 10 to 30 minutes. Of these 
videotaped materials, ten (lO) minute utter-
ances of each teacher were transcribed by 
three (3) proficient sign language interpreters 
of the same school. There were a few 
instances (about 5%) when slight differences 
in the interpretation occured. Deviations, 
however, were discussed by three tran-
scribers, thus, appropriate interpretations 
were derived. Transcribed utterances were 
analyzed according to message and structural 
level correspondence, each classified into 
three (3) degrees, namely ; perfect correspon-
dence, partial correspondence and non corre-
s pondence. 
3. Methods of Analysis 
The coding scheme developed by Mear et 
al. (19929)), Maxwell and ~ernstein (198511)) 
was used to analyze the message level corre-
spondence, while the criteria utilized by Fu-
jitani (19941)) were used for the structural 
level correspondence. 
Message level correspondence refers to the 
evaluation of each utterance to determine the 
degree of correspondence of the message 
content in the two simultaneously presented 
modalities (oral and manual). In this level, 
utterances are considered : 
(1) Perfe t correspondence when message 
conveyed by spoken and signed modalities 
is the same or identical. 
(2) partial corr pondence when message 
onveyed is similar or partially correnpon-
ent caused by slight differences between 
the spoken and signed modalities 
(3) non correspondence when message 
conveyed is altered caused by omission of 
important words either in the spoken or 
signed modality. 
Structural level correspoudence refers to 
the evaluation of each utterance to detenTrine 
the degree of correspondence of the words 
and phrases in th  simultaneous use of speech 
and signs. In this level, utterances are classi-
fied : 
(1) Perfect correspondence when words or 
phrases are simultaneously presented in 
two modalities 
(2) Partial corr spondence when words or 
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phrases are presented either through sign 
or speech or a combination of these 
(3) non correnpondence when the entire sen-
tence is presented in only one modality. 
Performance of teachers on the use of 
Simultaneous Communication was based on 
the sum of percent difference of message and 
structural level in the three degrees. The 
total percent difference obtained by each 
teacher determined the rank each of them 
occupied wherein one who gets the higher 
percent difference gets the lower rank and 
vice versa. Frequency distributions and per-
centages were used to derive answers to 
given questions. 
Results and Discussion 
Status of the Teachers' Spoken and Signed 
Utterances in Terms of (a) Message Level 
and (bj Structural Level Correspondence 
A. Message Level Correspondence (MLCJ 
English teachers 1, 2 and 3 were able to 
produce only about 50% correspondence in 
terms of message level while Teachers 5 and 
6 have higher MLC which is approximately 
70%. Teacher 4, on the other hand, has an 
almost perfect MLC correspondence. These 
connote that with Teachers I to 3, there were 
more instances when students received mes-
sage contents by only one modality (that is 
either through speech or signs only). Worthy 
to note is the exemplary performance of 
Teacher 4 and that, without other distur-
bances, will greatly contribute to ease in 
comprehension and communication among 
students . 
Mathematics teachers obtained higher per-
centage in message correspondence compar-
ed with English teachers 1, 2 and 3. Thus, 
message conveyed to their students by simul-
taneous use of speech and signs decreased to 
only about 30% as opposed to 50% reduction 
among English teachers I to 3. Table 2 has 
the details. 
This i ply that the true intent (message 
level) of the teachers were accurately 
conveyed in about 50% of the entire utter-
ances in ca e of Teachers 1, 2 and 3 and 
app oximately 70% of all the utterances for 
Teachers 5 and 6 and an almost 100% corre-
spo dence f r Teacher 4. This means that 
Teacher 4 was able to simultaneously use 
spe ch and sig s i  almost 100% of the entire 
u terances he made. 
B. Structural Level Correspondence (SLC) 
As shown on Table 2, all teachers but 
Teacher 4 showed higher perfect correspon-
dence (PC) and partial correspondence (PLO 
sentences wh le non correspondence (NO 
percentage greatly decreased by 2 to 28%. 
Percentages obtained by Teacher 4 in 3 cate-
gories did not change. 
On the other hand, PLC sentences greatly 
increased by 3 s ntences (5%) to ll sentences 
(35%). NC sentences lessened by 9 sentences 
(17%) to 17 sen nces (32%). No increase in 
any of the sentence categories was made by 
T acher 4 and that O% discrepancy in both 
the SLC and the MLC connotes high profi-
ciency in using Simultaneous Communica-
tion. 
Table 3 shows percentage differences 
betw en SLC's and MLC's produced by 
teachers. These marked discrepancies in the 
SLC's and MLC's suggest that though 
teachers may be using signs simultaneously 
with speech, it appears that choices on what 
sig  to use for a particular word poses a 
problem. Other issues may include insuffi-
cient sign language vocabulary, difficulty of 
teachers to synchronize speech and signs 
while communicating with their deaf students 
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Table2　　Message　and　Structura1Leve1Correspondence　Percentage　Produced　By
　　　　　Academic　Teachers
MessageLeve1 Structura1Leve1
Teacher
PC PLCNC Tota1PC PLCNC Tota1
ユ ユ2 ユ4 28 54 ユ4 29 11 54
22％ 26％ 52％ 100％26％ 54％ 20％ 100％
2 7 17 37 61 8 36 17 6ユ
11％ 28％ 61％ ！00％ 13％ 59％ 28％ 100％
3 3 ユ3 ユ5 3ユ 3 24 4 3ユ
10％ 42％ 48％ 100％10％ 77％ 13％ 100％
4 42 7 1 50 42 7 1 50
84％ 14％ 2％ 100％84％ 14％ 2％ 100％
5 22 19 17 58 27 22 9 58
38％ 33％ 29％ 100％46％ 38％ 16％ 100％
6 36 9 16 61 36 20 5 61
59％ 15％ 26％ 100％59％ 33％ 8％ 100％
Tota1ユ22 79 ユ14 315 130 ユ38 47 3ユ5
39％ 25％ 36％ 100％41％ 44％ 15％ 100％
Legend：
Tab1e3
PC－Perfect　Correspondence
PLC－PartiaI　Correspondence
NC－Non　Correspondence
Percent　Difference　Between　MLC’s　and　SLC’s　Produced　By　Teachers
PC ％ PLC ％ NC ％ Tota1TeacherMLCSLCDiffMLCSLCDiffMLCSLCDiff％Difference
1 12 14 2 14 29 15 28 11 17 34
22％ 26％ 4％ 26％ 54％ 28％ 52％ 20％ 32％ 64％
2 8 8 O 17 36 19 36 17 19 36
ユ3％ 13％ 0％ 28％ 59％ 31％ 59％ 28％ 31％ 62％
3 3 3 0 13 24 11 15 4 11 22
10％ ユ0％ O％ 42％ 77％ 35％ 48％ ユ3％ 35％ 70％
4 42 42 O 7 7 0 1 1 0 0
84％ 84％ 0％ 14％ ユ4％ 0％ 2％ 2％ 0％ O％
5 22 27 5 19 22 3 17 9 8 16
38％ 40％ 89％ 33％ 38％ 5％ 29％ 16％ 13％ 29％
6 36 36 0 10 20 10 ！5 5 9 19
59％ 59％ O％ 16％ 33％ 17％ 25％ 8％ 17％ 34％
一27一
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Sentence Length and Average Number of Words in a Sentence As Shown in Frequency 
Distribution 
Sentence　Length（Number　of　Words）
Teacher
TotalTota1Ave．Word
123456789101112131415161718192021222324252627Sent．WordsinaSent
1 46955946O222OOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 54 336 6．2
2 189121451014111111OOOOOOOOOO0 61 361 5．9
3 3511 311131O010OOOO0OO1OOOOOO 31 ！44 4．6
4 2445235O1O3223O5221O12OOOOO 50 481 9．6
5 14?? 3432663334333O1OOOOO00O1 58 489 8．4
6 131485836121OOOOOOOO00OOO0OOO 61 2444
Total24421633342419161110997749231O22OOOO131520556．5
and others may have preferred to sign only 
the more important words and speak out the 
seemingly less important words. 
The following utterances give concrete 
examples : 
f~T~11~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1 
: You know that Greeks believe that there : 
: are people somewhere that gives them : 
: blessings gives them extra strength for j 
: them to live everyday. : 
!___Y_Ql; k_~_o_W__aJ_r_e_~~y_.______________ _________j 
A11 the words uttered by Teacher 4 in sentence 
1 were spoken and signed. However, extra and 
strelegth were substituted with similar signs, 
where extra was signed as <'more" and strength as 
<<strong". In sentence 2, the phrase you k7zow was 
spoken and signed and already was spoken only. 
Since the message conveyed by the simultane-
ously spoken ane signed words in sentence I is 
the same as what it intended to convey, the 
sentence is classified as PC both in terms of MLC 
and SLC. Sentence 2, on the other hand, is 
considered PLC both in terms of MLC and SLC. 
The message transmitted by you know is slightly 
different from you know already, wherein already 
was not signed. In terms of SLC, this sentence is 
likewise considered as PLC as there are spoken 
and signed words as well as words that were 
spoken only. 
Status f the Sentence Length Produced ~y 
English ard Ma hematics Teachers in Terms 
of (a) Message Level and (b) Structural Level 
Correspond ence 
I . Sentence Length and Average Number 
of Words 
As shown on Table 4, Teacher 5 made the 
10ngest sentences, followed by Teacher 4, 
Teacher 3, Teacher 2, Teacher I and lastly by 
Teacher 6 who has made the shortest sen-
tences. Total number of words and average 
number of words in a sentence are shown on 
the same table. 
Although it may not be generalized, it may 
be deduced that the higher the year level, the 
10nger the sentences are uttered and the 
10wer the year level, the shorter the sentences 
are produced by the teachers and vice versa. 
A probable explanation could be that stu-
dents in higher levels are expected to under-
stand more complex ideas, thus, allowing the 
teachers to utter longer sentences. 
II. Message and Structural Level Corre-
spondence In Relation to Sentence Length 
From the analysis made, it may be stated 
that sentence length has significant relation 
with message and structural level correspon-
dence. 
As regards MLC, Figure I indicates that 
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the tendency to produce perfect correspon-
dence was visible in shorter sentences (27.4%) 
having I to 8 words while those having 9 to 27 
words obtained lower percentage (11.3%). 
The same trend was observed among PLC 
sentences with the same number of words 
wherein higher PLC percentage (16.5%) was 
obtained compared with those sentences hav-
ing more than 8 words (8.6%). However, in 
contrast with the outcomes of PC and PLC 
sentences, NC shorter sentences having I to 8 
words have higher NC percentage (31.4%) 
than sentences with 9 to 27 words (4.8%). 
These may be attributed to the fact that 
there were fcwer sentences having 9 to 27 
words than shorter sentences. Another expla-
nation to these could be that teachers seem to 
use speech only in very short sentences such 
as interregatives like <<Underst:ood", <'Who 
" <<Who will answer ? " and impera-knows ? , 
tives as <<Answer" <*Wnte it down", <*Give 
examples", etc. In these utterances, teachers 
may have realized that very short sentences 
could be understood bv. students even only 
through the use of speech. Again, this coin-
cides with the findings of Fujitani (1994) 
wherein familiar words that are easily spee-
chread by the students are no longer finger-
spelled or sighed. 
Words commonly omitted in PLC category 
which include conjunctions, interjections and 
articles reveal that PSD teachers have a 
tendency to simultaneously sign and speak 
out seemingly important words and only 
speak out those that are less significant. 
Perfect correspondence in SLC category is 
likewise prominent (27.3%) in shorter sen-
tences (those having I to 7 words) and longer 
sentences (having 8 to 27 words) constitute 13. 
7%. PLC was high among sentences having 2 
to 10 words (36%) and longer sentences con-
stitute a low percentage (7.8%). Refer to 
Figur  2. 
C mpared with PC and PLC sentences, 
how ver, there is a contrasting tendency in 
th  case of NC sentences wherein shorter 
sentenc s have higher NC percentage (31.4%) 
than those longer sentences (4.8%). Explana-
tions to hese could be that there are o.nly 57 
(18.1%) I nger sentences compared with 258 
shorter sente ces that comprise 81.9% of the 
otal number of sentences. Another possibil-
ity could be that teachers seem to use speech 
only, or sign only very short sentences. With 
10ng sentences, owever, teachers tend to be 
careful so that in some instances they try to 
deliver u terances through simultaneous use 
of spe ch and igns if possible. 
Results i  thi  study show that various 
ki s of deletions r omissions (of important 
and less impo tant words) occur in the manu-
ally coded English of teachers using Simulta-
neous Communication, thus, affecting both 
the structure of the sentences and the mes-
sage conv y d to the students. Earlier 
studies in this regard such as those of Mar-
m r & Pe ito 796)), Kluwin (19813)) and 
Woodward nd A1len (1988) accord with these 
findings. More recent researches of Mear, et 
al. (19859), 19928)), Luetke-Stahlman (19915)), 
Mayer and Lowenbraun (19907)) and Ruganis 
and Fisch r (199110)), however, reveal that 
teachers u ing Sim Com manifest high per-
centage of consistency in their modelling of 
English. 
Status of the Parts of Speech ard Commu-
nication Modal ty Used By English and 
Mathematics Teachers 
Examined according to part of speech and 
m dality, words were considered as having : 
- corr ponde ce when conveyed through 
simultaneous u e f speech and signs, finger-
- 29 -
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20 
a) 
b() 
CTS ~ ??e) 10 u ~ q,
P~ 
?
?
-'H 
-~-
PC 
PLC 
NC 
Total 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 
Sentence length 
Fig. 1 Sentence Length and MLC (Academic Teachers) 
20 
--~ --h -~---1-
PC 
PLC 
NC 
Total 
cL) 
bJO 
C~ 
~* ??
a' 10 ??
q) p~ 
?
? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 
Sentence length 
Fig. 2 Sentence Length and SLC (Academic Teachers) 
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Correspondence and Non Correspondence Percentages Obtained From Parts of Speech and 
Modality Used 
Correspondence NonCorrespondence
Teacher Tota1
Speech＆FS SubstTota1SignSpeechErrorPtg．Gest
Signs ％ on1y OnIy ％
ユ 45．7％ 2．4％ ユ3％ 48．5％ ．3％ 45．6％ ユ．5％ 1．8％ 2．5％ 5ユ．5％
2 34．3％ ．3％ O 34．6％ 8．3％ 47．1％ 2．5％ 6．6％ ．8％ 65．4％
3 34．7％ 2．1％ 3．5％ 40．3％ 6．3％ 41．7％ 2．8％ 9％ O 59．7％
4 92．6％ 3．7％ 1．5％ 98．1％ 0 1．9％ 0 0 O 1．9％
5 7216％4．3％ 1．8％ 78．7％ ．6％ 14．1％ 1．6％ 3．3％ 1．6％ 21．3％
6 74．6％ ．4％ 1．6％ 76．6％ 2％ 18．9％ 2．5％ O 0 23．4％
50 
~:i 40 CJ 
(v 
Q, ~ (/)
~ ou) 30 
c~$ 
~ 
~:~ 
Q) 20 be 
c~I 
??
(u 
CJ ~ (L,p+ 10 
?
?? ' j, ;; 
l Noun 
l Pronoun 
Zl Varb 
E2 AdJective 
C] Advarb 
ll Prepoaltion 
EE Conjunction 
Dll Interjection 
EO Artlcle 
Teachers 
Fig. 3 Percent Distribution of Total Number of Words by Parts of Speech Academic Teachers 
spelling and by means of substitution with English Teacher 4, meanwhile, has 98.1% 
correspondence percentage and about 2% non similar signs. 
-non correspondence when expressed correspondence percentage. Table 5 has the 
through only one modality such as signs, details. 
Figure 3 and Table 6 show the percentage speech, pointing, gestures and those which
distribution of words formed by teachers were incorrectly signed. 
In this regard, English Teachers 1, 2 and 3 grouped according to part of speech and 
had correspondence percentage ranging from modality used. 
Percentage obtained using speech and sign 34% to 49% and non correspondence percent-
age from 51% to 65%. Math Teachers 5 and suggests that concrete ideas such as those 
6, on the other hand, had higher correspon- expressed through nouns, verbs, and pro-
dence percentage from 76% to 79% with non nouns are more important content words that 
correspondence percentage frorn 21% to 23%. teachers are obliged and are supposed to 
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Percentage Distribution of the Total Number of Words By Part of Speech and Modality 
Used 
Moda1ityNOUNPN VERBADJADVPREPCONJINTARTTota1
Speech＆Sign17．8％ 84％ 14％ 6．2％ 3．8％ 4．8％ 3．7％ 1．3％ 4．2％ 64，2％
Fingerspening2．5％ ．05％ 2．6％
Substitution．3％ ．27％ ．6％ ．1％ ．05％ ！．3％
Sign ．9％ ．9％
Speech 3％ 4％． 6％ 2％ 1．4％ 1．4％ 2％ 2％ 3％ 25％
Pointing 1．8％ ．6％ ．2％ ．2％ 2，8％
Gestures ．3％ ．4％ ．1％ ．2％ 1％
simultaneously speak and sign. In contrast, 
other parts of speech as articles, adverbs, 
conjunctions and interjections are most likely 
to be lost in signing in favor of important 
words. 
The finding in this study that fingerspelled 
words total to 2.6% most of which are nouns, 
specifically proper nouns corroborates with 
the study conducted by Hyde and Power 
(1991). They found out that the proportion of 
words fingerspelled by each teacher varied 
from 1.1% to 3.9% with a mean of 1.8% of the 
total number of words being fingerspelled 
and that all fingerspelled words their subjects 
had were names of people, places and days of 
the week. 
As there are no particular signs for some 
words, teachers have used similar signs that 
would connote the same meaning of the 
words they intend to say. Examples include 
the word <<salad" where Teacher 5 signed it 
as <<different fruit mix" ' , the preposition 
<'without" by Teacher 3 was executed as 
<'none" and Teacher 4 signed <'extra" as 
<<more" and <<strength" as <'strong". 
Verbs signed only include words such as 
<<understand" and <'understood". Apparently, 
simply signing these words is a common 
practice for these 4 teachers particularly for 
Teacher 6 wherein after every explanation, 
they may execu e the sign for <<understand". 
The finding that articles,conjunctions, prepo-
s tions, modals and other such words tend to 
be ignored in the signed portion confirms 
other research outcomes. 
Pointing wa  used mainly to call students 
instead of executing their sign names. This 
case c nsti utes a great percentage of the 
nouns spoken and pointed. 
Gestures included miming of the word 
<<piano" by Teacher I as in moving the fingers 
like playing the piano and Teacher 2 used 
natural sign  for the words <<transfer yes" ',, <* 
and <<no" instead of executing their correct 
signs. Though ge tures aid in comprehension, 
correct signs for stated words may have been 
executed for more accurate representation. 
Status of the Performance of Teachers on 
the use of Simultaneous Communication and 
: (a' ex erience (bJ sign language training (c) 
subject area taught 
As seen on Table 7, percentage differences 
indicate that Teacher 4 has the best perfor-
manc  on the use of Sim Com followed by 
Teacher 5, Teacher 6, Teacher 2, Teacher 1 
and lastly by Teacher 3. The teacher's Simul-
taneous Communication performance (as 
shown in Table 1) were not considerably 
d pendent pon their teaching experience, 
sign langu ge training and subject area 
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Simultaneous Communication Performance of Teachers As Shown By Percentage Differ-
ences in MLC and SLC 
PC ％ PLC ％ NC ％ Tota1Teacher RankMLCSLCDiffMLCSLCDiffMLCSLCDiff％Difference
1 12 14 2 14 20 15 28 11 17 34 5th
22％ 26％ 4％ 26％ 54％ 28％ 52％ 20％ 32％ 64％
2 8 8 0 17 36 19 36 17 19 36 4th
13％ 13％ O 28％ 59％ 31％ 59％ 28％ 31％ 62％
3 3 3 O 13 24 11 15 4 11 22 6th
10％ 10％ O 42％ 77％ 35％ 48％ 13％ 35％ 70％
4 42 42 0 7 7 O 1 1 O O 1st
84％ ■84％ O 14％ 14％ 0 2％ 2％ O O
5 22 27 5 19 22 3 17 9 8 16 2nd
38％ 46％ 8％ 33％ 38％ 5％ 29％ 16％ 13％ 29％
6 36 36 0 10 20 10 15 5 9 19 3rd
59％ 59％ 0 16％ 33％ 17％ 25％ 8％ 17％ 34％
taught . 
These findings, nevertheless, are in con-
trast with the findings of similar studies such 
as those of Maxwell and Bernstein (19858)), 
Savage et al. (1987), Luetke-Stahlman 
(1988~)), Mayer and Lowenbraun (1990), Mear, 
et al. (19929)). A11 studies found out that 
experienced teachers could sign up to 98% of 
words and morphemes in Sim Com and that 
correspondence in speech and signs ranged 
from 86% to 98%. These may, however, be 
the result of variations in a number of factors 
enumerated by Hyde and Power (19912)) that 
include the degree of training given to 
teachers in the use of Signed English, the high 
level of commitment evident for its use and 
the design features of the systems used. 
Similarly, teachers of the Philippine School 
for the Deaf, particularly, the respondents in 
this study, may have been affected by the 
enumerated factors so that the senior 
teachers may not have been given an indepth 
training both in sign language and in the use 
of various forms of manually coded English, 
specifically, Signing Exact English (SEE 2). 
Another factor that is apparently very vital is 
th  teacher's level of commitment. This 
includes one's dedication to work, attitude 
towards communication approaches adopted 
by the school and concern for the deaf stu" 
dents. 
Conclusions 
The findings of this study are as follows : 
(1) About 60 to 80% of the messages and 
information were conveyed to the stu-
dents in the classrooms through the 
simultaneous use of speech and signs. 
(2) It is easier to produce perfect correspon-
ence both in terms of message and 
structural level in shorter sentences than 
in longer sentences. 
(3) For reasons such as inability of the 
teachers to imultaneously execute 
appropriate signs for spoken utterances, 
among others, not only the less signifi-
cant, but also those which are considered 
more significant words were deleted in 
the signed modality of many utterances. 
Omiss on of these words in the signed 
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portion might have generated altered 
messages, thus, reducing the degree of 
delivery of the messages. 
(4) The teacher's performance on the use of 
Simultaneous Communication is not con-
siderably dependent upon teaching expe-
rience, sign language training and subject 
area taught. It can be stated further that 
the percentage correspondence of the 
simultaneous use of speech and signs is 
not dependent upon the year level where 
the teachers taught. Rather, the 
researchers believe that performance on 
the use of Sim Com largely relies on the 
teachers' attitude regarding the utiliza-
tion of the school's communication mode 
policy and their commitment toward 
educating the hearing impaired. 
Thus, adiministrators of school, educators 
and workers for the deaf may consider the 
following suggestions : 
(1) Assessment of teachers' sign language 
ability and knowledge of communication 
modalities. 
(2) Provision of brochures, pamphlets, read-
ing materials and trainings and seminars 
on sign language and communication 
a p proaches. 
(3) A study that will investigate on the stu-
dents' Ianguage ability in relation to the 
teachers' use of Sim Com is likewise sug-
gested. 
(4) A study that will measure the compre-
hension level or message input of the stu-
dents with the use of Sim Com is also 
suggested. 
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